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Abstract 
A conceptual framework is considered one of the versa;le design management tools that could be used to analyze design 
varia;ons and contexts. This study is focused on the development of a conceptual model for managing and producing 3 d. This is 
because the tex;le design process plays a pivotal role in the tex;les, clothing, and fashion industries. Therefore, understanding 
the structure, opportuni;es, possibili;es, and process sequence involved in the tex;le design process was found essen;al. This 
paper is concerned with illustra;ng the tex;le designers’ adaptability to new technologies available to them and studying 
models of the produc;on processes that construct the tex;le design produc;on process from start to end. The comparison 
between the studied frameworks, models, and design flows shows that variable terms of similar meanings and range are used. 
An evalua;on process against criteria should be conducted. It was concluded that the technological tools available should be 
highlighted clearly in future developed frameworks.  
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1.Introduc;on 

A Framework is a supplementary configura;on or system of rules or ideas used to construct 
something. Research inves;ga;ons including design would employ both theore;cal and/or conceptual 
frameworks. A Theore;cal framework represents the general rela;onships in the studied context or 
topic; however, the conceptual framework illustrates more definite, clear, and specific variables’ 
interrela;onships in a study or design project. Therefore, it depicts the research study direc;on and 
nature of the studied subject in a more detailed scope namely the input, process, and output (Afribary, 
2021). 

The development of a conceptual framework should be based on understanding its purpose which 
would be argumenta;on, explana;on, and/or genera;on. Argumenta;on is concerned with the research 
subject significance, suitability, and precision of methods used i.e., jus;fying the study. The Explana;on is 
meant to study the rela;onships between subject/topic elements, and the Genera;on addresses the 
research problem, ques;ons, and methods to get research components aligned. All these purposes 
would be augmented in one model to make it comprehensive. The presenta;on of a conceptual 
framework would be in graphical and/or narra;ve forms. Sources of conceptual framework construc;on 
include experience, exis;ng theories, research, and explora;ons. Therefore, it would be concluded that a 
conceptual model is a created -not found- structure by a researcher (designer) that involves the studied 
features and components derived from the study sources (Maxwell, 2005; Burkholder et al., 2019). See 
Figure 1 illustra;ng the Conceptual model’s purposes, representa;on forms, and sources. 

Figure 1 
 Purposes, Sources, and Presenta(ons of Conceptual Framework  

  

The Conceptual framework or the Integra;ve diagram are varia;ons of tools created to develop and 
clarify theory. However, Concept mapping is a tool for developing and presen;ng the conceptual 
framework of a study or design project. It consists of concepts -represented by simple labeled shapes 
-and their rela;onships (shown using arrows and lines). Concept maps wouldn’t illustrate all aspects of a 
subject, studied topic, fact, or experience, but they illustrate a simple part of a complicated fact 
(Maxwell, 2005).  

The development of a concept map is based on a set of concepts resourced from previously men;oned 
sources namely exis;ng theory, experience, or thoughts. These concepts would be presented using 
keywords, thoughts, ideas, or terms of the studied topic or subject produced by brainstorming. Later,  
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this model is tested for its purpose, interrela;ons, meanings, and implica;ons. Visual diagrams would be 
illustrated in text narra;vely which enhances and develops the built model or framework (Maxwell, 
2005).  

The making process of “Design (crea;ve) products” has been considered by researchers and 
designers as significant research work. Therefore, the first part of this paper's introduc;on presented 
general defini;ons and approaches to making frameworks. This second part of the introduc;on gives 
more details regarding the development process of the conceptual framework. For Design Framework, it 
is a scheme or structure consis;ng of a design project elements, processes, steps, and tools employed in 
the crea;on of a product suppor;ng its existence and produc;on and assis;ng its design language. It has 
several advantages and purposes for enhancing the efficiency of the crea;on processes in terms of ;me, 
ease, and consistency of standard (look, feel, credibility, and experience of the consumer), and 
customizing the produc;on line, also known as mass Customiza;on (Jo Anderson-Connell et al., 2002; 
Guan et al., 2012; Ruiz-Alba et al., 2023). 

Design framework can enhance collabora;on by well-organizing and clarifying the flow of the design 
process and communica;on employing clear standards resul;ng in ;me efficiency. The usage of a design 
framework would ease the employed processes’ update and/or change into more flexible and accurate 
forms.  Moreover, the design management framework iden;fies and defines the necessary sequen;al 
processes and steps that a product should pass through in the produc;on line from the launching process 
of a project to obtaining the feedback of the consumers. It would be employed to develop an exis;ng 
product or to create a new one in terms of its func;onal, aesthe;cal, or expressive quali;es (Singh et al., 
2019). This means that the framework is valuable for both companies and consumers to achieve their 
goals i.e., maximizing revenue for the first and obtaining the required product for the la(er (Shahi et al., 
2021). In other words, for design products including tex;le and apparel products “Product Development 
Frameworks” are employed to enable designers and manufacturers to make an efficient successful 
ar;fact fulfilling consumer needs. It is one of the important design management tools through which 
design products are developed considering new product features required in the market or upgrading 
exis;ng ones (Larsson, 2020). Construc;ng a design framework would start with establishing the 
founda;on of the targeted design such as color then work on the less cri;cal design elements such as 
design mo;f and repeat. In a later stage, varia;ons of previously stated design elements would be 
determined for instance color ;nts, tones, and shades suppor;ng design language. 

It is noteworthy that there have been key transfers and innova;ons that took place in the tex;le 
industry in the last centuries to fulfill consumers' needs and maximize companies' revenues. However, 
there have been found limited studies highligh;ng the crea;on and development process of tex;le 
design frameworks. Based on the importance and significance of the design management framework, it 
was found important to focus -in this study- on the development of a conceptual model for managing 
and producing tex;le designs (especially printed ones). This is because the tex;le design process plays a 
pivotal role in the tex;les, clothing, and fashion industries. Therefore, understanding the structure, 
opportuni;es, possibili;es, and process sequence employed in the tex;le design process was found 
essen;al. This paper is concerned with illustra;ng the tex;le designers’ adaptability to approved, 
accredited, and suggested design models in previous research studies.  

1.1. Purpose of study 

This study aims to inves;gate the possible frameworks that could be employed or adopted in the field 
of the tex;le industry meant to control and manage the design process. Moreover, it aims to conduct an 
analy;cal compara;ve study between these frameworks to find out the differences and similari;es. 
Consequently, a general conceptual framework would be developed based on the output of the analysis 
conducted. This paper is concerned with answering the following ques;ons: would a common/
independent design framework be developed and adopted by most or all tex;le design projects?  
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How to apply, use, modify, and implement general design models in the tex;le area?  The Lamb & 
Kallal (1992) FEA consumer needs model and apparel design framework will be inves;gated for adop;on 
in the tex;le design process.   

This paper's value lies in its contribu;on to extending the literature on design management and 
deepening the understanding of tex;le designers and students regarding Product development 
frameworks that iden;fy processes employed in crea;ng tex;le design products. It is focused on 
advancing the comprehension of crea;ng tex;le design products to be a base and suppor;ve knowledge 
for tex;le design researchers, designers, and students. The main objec;ve of this research is to support 
tex;le design students, academics, researchers, and professional designers by providing an integrated 
conceptual design frame outlining the design processes enhancing the efficiency of all processes. 
Consequently, a generic conceptual framework conceptualizing and describing the produc;on process of 
this product is proposed /recommended. This will be a result of reviewing and referencing previous 
research papers concerned with tex;le and apparel design methodology. 

2. Materials and Methods 

This paper employed content analysis methodology to analyze the usability and applicability of 
significant conceptual frameworks and models considered, developed, and proposed in previous research 
studies in the field of Print tex;le design. Two types of models discussed in research studies related to 
general and graphics design are inves;gated.  Finally, a compara;ve study will be conducted between all 
the inves;gated models. Therefore, to answer the research ques;ons; the following steps/phases were 
conducted: 

2.1. Procedure 

First Phase: The focus of this stage is the contextualiza;on of the argument; research studies 
explored Conceptual frameworks and design processes in the tex;le print and related industries were 
reviewed. This is to underline the structure/s and/or style/s of frameworks adopted or developed by 
these studies. Scimago portal sta;ng journals from the data available in the Scopus® database- was used 
to find out the TEXTILE or DESIGN journals that could be reviewed and referenced in this study. The 
journals well-established in the field of tex;le research such as Tex;le Research Journal, Journal of the 
Tex;le Ins;tute, Clothing and Tex;le Research Journal, and Research Journal of Tex;le and Apparel were 
reviewed employing various keywords including Conceptual Framework, Methodology, Design Process, 
Product development, design thinking. In design Journals, the search keywords included the word 
“Tex;le” because it was intended to focus on tex;le-related industries, especially print. 

Second Phase: For each paper reviewed, the researcher focused on obtaining the method adopted in 
managing the design process from start to end. Then the processes employed were highlighted through 
discussion and analysis. Moreover, these methodologies and frameworks were illustrated using smart 
charts or diagrams whenever this was found useful for a clear demonstra;on of the discussed 
framework.  

Third Phase: Awer examining the reviewed and discussing the frameworks, the Iden;fica;on of 
similari;es and differences between them are highlighted. 

Fourth Phase: Finally, the conclusion is extrapolated to conclude whether designers of tex;le print 
designs or tex;le prin;ng projects would employ a general unified framework for the design process of 
their projects or should each design project should have its framework in terms of the design processes  
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conducted. In case a unified one would be adopted in most design projects. The conclusion will 
illustrate its structure. 

3. Results 

Design frameworks have been the interest of both designers and design researchers/academics. This 
is due to the advantages of understanding and applying these frameworks on academic and professional 
and business levels (Mazzarella et al., 2021). Therefore, this topic has been found discussed not only in 
specialized journals but as well in design magazines and online ar;cles.  

According to a visual presenta;on created by Nezhynska (2020) ;tled “How designers work” it would 
be considered a design framework in which the following stages were considered in logo design and UI 
design processes. These were crea;ve brief, research, sketches, and design, presenta;on (2 concepts + 
their variants), feedback correc;ons to a final selected concept (up to 2 cycles), Final presenta;on, files 
delivery (vector & raster) Logo book (recommenda;on ). Figure 2 shows an example of a graphic design 
framework. 

Figure 2 
 An Example of Graphic design framework 

 

Source: Nezhynska, 2020 

Parsons & Campbell (2004), and Nhelekwa et al., (2022) inves;gated the new technology's impact 
especially digital tex;le prin;ng on crea;vity in the design process. Four stages of the design-making 
process were addressed in implemen;ng various apparel products. These are Problem Iden;fica;on, 
Conceptualiza;on, Prototype Development, and Solu;on (see Figure 3). One of the main advantages of 
applying new technology was found to enable the designers to be phase-oriented i.e., problem 
iden;fica;on or conceptualiza;on rather than sub-problems focused. This is due to the be(er command 
of the technology used (Parsons & Campbell, 2004).  

Figure 3 
 Main stages of apparel design approach 

 

Source: Parsons and Campbell, 2004 

In 2019, Pamungkas discussed in his ar;cle “Growing up your design career: How should a designer 
work” three main phases of design making process. These stages were based on input, process, and 
output which is a commonly applied method in schemes’ analysis of configura;ons and structures.  

It is evident from the framework created by Lamb & Kallal (1992) that consumer needs are the core of a 
conceptual framework construc;on. This means that the analysis of the targeted consumer should be at  

Problem Identification Conceptualization Prototype 
Development Solution
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the start and last stages of the crea;on process. Therefore, it was suggested to make a consumer profile 
including analysis of details such as gender, age, physical characteris;cs and preferences, and cultural 
context. This is in terms of the Func;onal, Expressive, and Aesthe;cal aspects. The func;onal criteria 
convey its u;lity such as comfort and thermal func;ons, Expressive aspects focus on reflec;ons of the 
consumer’s personality, beliefs, and background on designs selected, and finally, Aesthe;c features 
highlight aytude and preferences towards design elements and principles. Moreover, there are inter-
rela;onships between all these three main aspects and their elements which have been studied by 
researchers independently and mutually. A balance between these aspects is considered by consumers 
based on their priori;es.  

Consumer needs are to be tested and measured for fulfillment at the first stage i.e., problem 
iden;fica;on and evalua;on before the last stage i.e., implementa;on. Researching ideas for design 
solu;ons is the second process which is inspired by primary data collec;on tools and methods and 
crea;ve thinking techniques. The design is then developed to be finalized before making a prototype. In 
the prototyping (first version/sample making) stage, technological processes and standards are 
considered. An Evalua;on process takes place to assess the fulfillment of the criteria set. Later on, the 
produc;on process is launched (Lamb & Kallal, 1992). For mass produc;on considera;ons, marke;ng, 
and merchandising might affect the design criteria. It is stated that the FEA model is proposed to be 
sufficient to determine consumer needs (See Figures 4 and 5). 

Figure 4  
 Examples of steps employed in the design framework 

 

Source: Pamungkas (2019) 

Figure 5 
 Design framework 

 

Source: Lamb & Kallal, 1992 (includes FEA consumer needs model) 
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       The conceptual framework studied in this paper has been inves;gated and tested for use and 
applicability on two tex;le prin;ng design products. Possible processes used in making and implemen;ng 
these products will be discussed based on experts and professional experience.  FEA Consumer Needs 
Model developed by Lamb & Kallal (1992) was analyzed by Orzada & Kallal in 2016 and found in terms of 
clarifica;on of employing this model beyond an ini;al evalua;on of design criteria. It was found that 
several researchers who studied this model focused almost on the ini;al needs of consumers in terms of 
FEA rather than on later stages in the design process. 

Orzada & Kallal (2021), reviewed the research studies conducted applying Lamb and Kallal’s framework 
across 25 years in terms of applying the FEA model and Integrated Apparel design framework. These 
were applied successfully in different forms to recognize consumer essen;als, update the design 
development, endorse the efficacy of the model, and validate the power and suppleness of the FEA 
Model. It was found that The FEA Model has been func;onal for products other than apparel. consumer/
user. Therefore, this raised a ques;on about the possibility of applying this model in guiding designers in 
making consumer products. Moreover, this point was posi;vely supported by the research studies. 
Tes;ng this model on different products was suggested. 

The printed Tex;le design includes a range of products that would be classified into two main types in 
terms of repeat to one piece/ one repeat and repeat/pa(ern. These design specifica;ons are affected by 
the type of fabric and the expected final product. These designs for mass produc;on would be 
implemented using several techniques including Silkscreen, Digital inkjet prin;ng, and Transfer Prin;ng. 

Printed Tex;le design has significant nature of technologies that can be used in the implementa;on. 
This is highlighted by Gürcüm (2017), in the paper “Conceptual design method and Crea;vity in tex;le 
design”. Therefore, designers in this field should consider the technological aspect of produc;on and 
materials specifica;ons while designing. Conceptual design principles were explained and mapped. 
Star;ng from problem iden;fica;on, collec;ng data and research, idea;on, and their design in the field 
of tex;le design. The nega;ve impact of the researcher's view was that it didn’t provide sugges;ons for 
quick design solu;ons for the collec;ons developed throughout that inves;ga;on. Conceptual design 
methods can be applied. 

Studd (2002) discussed procedures conducted from start to end of tex;le design projects and 
summarized a comprehensive model by studying several case studies in different design firms. Design 
projects start with a star;ng point then a briefing is made to study and analyze the design problem, this is 
followed by genera;ng ideas to select the best solu;ons, repeat is then applied and used to make 
collec;ons. The ini;al evalua;on is conducted on ini;al samples to be presented to the client to be 
produced once the designers get the client’s approval. Figure 6 shows the sequence of design processes 
discussed and set by Gürcüm (2017). 

Figure 6 
 Sequence of design processes 

 

Figure 7 shows the generic framework for tex;le design stated by Studd (2002). 
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Figure 7   
The generic framework for tex(le design  

 

        Bisson et al. (2022), developed a conceptual framework for professional training in the tex;le 
industry. The stages considered by them were as follows: Needs analysis, conceptual design, detailed 
design/solu;on, implemented product, and finally consumer feedback awer use  (See Figure 8). 

Figure 8 
 The conceptual framework developed for tex(le industry professional training 

 

Perry & Towers (2013), Wu et al., (2022), Eyasu & Endale (2020), and Gardey & Larios-Francia (2021) 
inves;gated the inhibitors and drivers of Corporate Social Responsibility in the garment industry supply 
chain.  Hawley (2006) developed a conceptual model that illustrates the categories of reclaimed tex;le 
products sugges;ng the rela;onship type between goods value and volume i.e., inverse. They indicated 
that in the tex;le market, there has been a con;nuous search for possible benefits from available 
products in the landfill. Powell & Cassill (2006) inves;gated processes and prac;ces adopted in new 
product development NPD for tex;le products and materials produced by 24 companies based in the 
USA. The Crawford and DiBenede(o model were used as the conceptual framework. The study found 
that NPD processes are used in combina;on and as a compe;;ve advantage in the market.  

4. Conclusions 

This study discussed several design frameworks developed from different design fields and focused 
on the tex;le design area. The Comparison between the studied frameworks, models, and design flows 
shows that although they use different terms of similar meanings and range, all of them have three main 
stages these are input, processing, and output. All of them are based on conduc;ng research and analysis 
of the design problem. Consumer needs affect the design project limita;ons. The frameworks 
inves;gated were found to employ an evalua;on process against criteria. It is noteworthy that the 
criteria of assessment and the stage of which the evalua;on using criteria would vary according to the 
model or framework used. It is believed that the usability of the technological tools available such as 
computer sowware and machines should be highlighted in the design management framework. 
Therefore, it is recommended to be considered in the targeted comprehensive conceptual framework. 
There were found similari;es between discussed and inves;gated models. Differences found were in 
comprehensiveness and suitability for definite fields of design.  
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The FEA Consumer Needs Model was found to represent and be used beyond the first assessment of 
design criteria for their consumer/user. A func;onal aspect includes comfort, fit, ease of care, safety, and 
durability. The expressive aspect involves tradi;onal prac;ces, individuality, originality, and visual, and 
nonverbal cues, sending clear, consistent universal messages, and percep;on of beauty, however, the 
aesthe;c aspect considers the visual components design elements, and principles. It was clear that these 
aspects of the FEA model should be considered by designers in various fields and would support targeted 
consumer needs. The conceptual frameworks inves;gated in this study and developed in the apparel 
design area are suggested to be applicable in the field of printed tex;le design of different forms.   

Technological aspects and tools are believed to be essen;al star;ng points in design projects, 
especially in printed tex;le design. This aspect is as important as the FEA model iden;fying consumer 
needs. This is because it limits implementa;on poten;ali;es which might affect the design approach. The 
researcher agrees with previous researchers who called for the necessity of developing a model 
organizing the design process and the vitality of its use by design students and specialists with more clear 
details to accommodate a wide range of various products changing con;nuously in terms of 
specifica;ons. This framework is suggested to fill the gap of any misunderstanding or ambiguity in the 
professional field. It is realized that there is a need for a broad-spectrum framework that would be 
applied to design products that would be used by students, researchers, and professionals. This model 
will integrate all/most items included in the design process and would present an integrated framework 
for tex;le design. It is proposed that this framework could be applied to all types of tex;le design 
because it considers various aspects of technological considera;ons and styles. 

This study inves;gated the conceptual frameworks managing the tex;le design industry. Therefore, it 
was concerned with analyzing and comparing exis;ng ones developed by previous research studies. 
Moreover, this study has recommended a generic conceptual framework to be adopted by tex;le design 
specialists, designers, academics, and students. In future research work, the author plans to prac;cally 
examine the proposed concluded framework and other frameworks by various companies, colleges, and 
studios varying in size applying different types and natures of design projects. This is to examine the 
viability of the proposed framework and validate it prac;cally by prac;;oners 
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